Feature graphs appearing in unification--based grammar formalisms and algebraic specifications of abstract data types (ADTs)
Feature graphs appearing in unification--based grammar formalisms and algebraic specifications of abstract data types (ADTs) are both used for defining a collection of objects together with functions between these object sets.
Starting For simplicitly, we first assume that we have only one sort which we call "universe", and that we have a variable x of sort "universe'. By using a functional notation for the attributes and thus the reverse order of the attributes as compared to e.g.
[PS 84], we would arrive at the specification sorts universe functions a: -> universe f,g,h: universe -> universe equations g(f(x)) = h(x)
However, by simply introducing a universally quantified variable x of sort "universe" we run into problems: From
g(x) = a we can deduce h(x) = a by using the usual rules of the equational calculus and substituting f(x) for x in equation (2). The problem is that x should be quantified only over all objects described by the original feature graph. But f(x) is not neccessarily in this set, so we must find a way of avoiding such a substitution. A simple way of achieving this is to switch to another signature with an additional sort, say "soi', denoting the "sort of interest" and comprising all objects described by a feature graph. The fol ).owing theorem shows the power ef initial models in the sense of shrinking the search space: only the initial model has to be considered.
Theorem :
The fg-speei ficaT-ion SP is constant consistent, constant/complex consistent, or acyclic iff the initial algebra Ts~, has the respective property.
The above pz:opert:ies can be proven for the initial model by using the deductive closure E* of a set of equations E. show us that the consistency of a fg-specification <Z, E> can be tested by inspecting tile deductive closure E* for the absence of certain equations, depending on which consistency aspects one is interested ill. Since E* may be too large for performing these tests efficiently it would be desirable to be able to perform the consistency tests on E only.
ill the next section we develop a completion procedure for the set of equations E which transforms E into a normalized set E" such that it Js sufficient to check E'. The complet.io~), procedure thus provides a simple and fast decision procedure for our consistency constraints. 5o _Ti)9 completion pr~cedure We first define an order relation ~ on the set T~ ({x}) of terms over an fg-signature Z. We assume that ATOMS (resp. FEATURES) is linearly ordered by ~^To~ (resp. ~ .... u~:~). Then we order T~ ({x}) using the lexicographic ordering induced by NA~oMs and N~^TunE~ : Let SP : <Z,E> be a fg-specification. We assume that E does not contain any trivia] equations of the form t :: t (otherwise we can just eliminate such equations from E).
Le~na:
For all 1 = r ~ E we have either 1 <~ r or r <.~ ].. Delete equation ( instead of inspecting the deductive closure E* it suffices to inspect the set of equations E'.
Theorem:
Let SP = <Z, E> be a fg-specification and SP" = <Z, E'> be the result of running the completion procedure CP on SP.
SP is graph-unify(G~,G~) = let (Zi,Ei) = ~(Gt) in let (Z,E) = CP(Z~ u Z,, El u E2) in ~-I (Z,E) if (Z,E) is X-consistent fail if (Z,E) is not X-consistent
Conclusions
We have presented a mathematical semantics of feature graphs and feature graph unification in terms of ADT specifications. 
